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As long as there is a request for revision,
either minor or major, there is a shot!

How to respond to reviewer
comments?

Dear Editor and Reviewers,
Thank you for your positive feedback and constructive comments on our
manuscript. We have addressed all the raised concern and issues in our
revised manuscript (R1). In the table below, we provide our responses to
respective comments. To help you identify the changes we made in the
revision, track change was used in the process of revision to highlight the
changes in the revised manuscript. Once again, we sincerely appreciate
your time and effort to help us improve the quality of our manuscript.
Sincerely yours,
Authors

Feedback from Reviewer 1
Comments

Responses

From the abstract onward, there needs to be
clear explanation of what teaching task
analysis is and how this relates to learnercentred pedagogy.

As suggested, we have further explained the
meaning of “teaching task analysis” and its
relationship with “learner-centred pedagogy” in
the Introduction and Theoretical Framework and
Literature Review sections.

Overall I feel there needs to be more
discussion of the context of implementing
learner-centred pedagogy - in Singapore
and perhaps more broadly. Attention is
needed when referring to TEB or to learnercentred pedagogy. I felt at times they were
used interchangeably, or how the two are
linked needed to be clear.

As suggested, we have elaborated the discussion
on learner-centred pedagogy in the Singapore
context in the Methods section. In addition, it is
worth reiterating that TEB is a context-specific
construct rather than a global trait. In this study,
TEB is examined and discussed in the context
of learner-centred pedagogy.

Feedback from Reviewer 1
Comments

Responses

I found it difficult at times to follow the flow
with the consistent use of acronyms. I suggest
not using ATTC as an acronym but writing
this in full each time as this is a phrase, where
the full meaning is important in the flow of
the text.

As suggested, we have indicated in the Abstract
and Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
sections that the term “analysis of the teaching
task and its context” that we adopted from the
theoretical model is named as “teaching analysis”
in this paper. To further ease the flow of reading,
the acronyms of ATTC has been replaced with
“teaching analysis” throughout the paper.

There is a tendency to provide a list of
references after a point. I think that references
could be used more strategically. It would be
good to see that when references are used
they are adding to the argument or enhancing
an explanation, not just being listed.

As suggested, we have checked the references we
cited in the text and kept only two references for
each statement/point we made in most cases
throughout the paper.

Feedback from Reviewer 1
Comments

Responses

The literature review needs to be used
more strategically to provide a framework
for the study. See comments in the text of
where clarification is needed.

Following the reviewer’s comments on the text, we have
further clarified related concepts, reduced the length of
paragraphs and provided more detailed description of
the knowledge we mentioned in the literature.

Linking to efforts in other countries
where learner-centred reform is a policy
initiative could provide a helpful
framework.
The challenges of such
reform need to be referred to (in
Singapore or elsewhere) so that the
findings can be related to the already
known challenges.

Since the focus of this study is on TEBs, the theoretical
framework we adopted is the TEBs framework
conceptualized by Tschannen-Moran and her colleagues
(1998). Learner-centred pedagogy is the context we study
TEBs, not the key issue we look into in this study.
Accordingly, we do not regard learner-centred theories based
on educational reforms as appropriate frameworks in this
study. Since this study is framed in Singapore context, we
have added the initiatives related to learner-centred
pedagogy in Singapore to give readers a clearer
understanding about the research context and background.

Feedback from Reviewer 1
Comments

Responses

I also think a clear Singapore context
section is needed within the literature
review. Then in the methodology you
can explain the school context and
provide details about the participants.
I think an analysis of the context is
required before the methodology.

To help readers understand the research context better, we
have added more details about policy initiatives on learnercentred pedagogy in Singapore under the sub-heading
Research Context and Participants. We do not place this
newly added information in the Literature Review section
in order to avoid the misinterpretation that the findings can
be generalized without considering contextual conditions.
This is an exploratory qualitative study that explores TEBs
based on a rather small group of teachers who had the
learner-centred teaching experiences. We caution the
generalization of the findings by putting these contextspecific information in the Methods section instead of the
place together with other the literature that talks about
TEBs in general sense or in other educational contexts.

Feedback from Reviewer 1
Comments

Responses

I found the findings to be very interesting.

We appreciate the reviewer’s positive comment on
our findings.

The discussion could be enhanced by
referring to literature that explores
challenges around implementing learnercentred pedagogy and then the insights
from your research could potentially have
more impact. Are there other (or similar)
countries undergoing similar reforms with
similar challenges?

We seek the reviewer’s understanding that the findings of
this qualitative research only reveal how TEBs could be
influenced by teachers’ analysis of the teaching task. It is
not our intention to explore challenges that come along
with similar reforms or propose solutions. Given the
nature of qualitative inquiries, the focus of this study and
the specificity of the contextual conditions, we do not
find it fruitful to compare the findings with the identified
challenges retrieved from other educational settings. To
clarify this point, we have acknowledged this limitation
in our revised manuscript.

Feedback from Reviewer 2
Comments

This proposed paper is focused on an interesting topic: teacher
efficacy beliefs and task analysis within learner centred pedagogy,
and also a timely topic given the various beliefs of the purpose of
education held by different stakeholders. The paper is wellstructured, thoughtful and generally well-written.
The reason for the focus of this paper has been well outlined and
justified. There is an interesting question presented at the bottom of p.6
("Would the teachers express positive TEBs when they are engaged in
the demanding learner-centred pedagogy context? ). However, it is not
clear if this is this the actual research question or simply a question that
is 'interesting'? It would be good to be explicit here. If it is the research
question, some rewording so that it aligns with expectations for
qualitative research questions would be appropriate. If this is not a
question that guided the research, deleting it may be the simplest
option. If this was the case, however, the inclusion of the research
question that guided the study would be appropriate.

Responses

We appreciate the reviewer’s
positive feedback on the scholarly
merit, structure and writing of our
paper.
We appreciate the reviewer’s
positive comment on the rationale
and significance of this study.
As suggested, we have deleted
this question to avoid confusion.

Feedback from Reviewer 2
Comments

Responses

In addition, the inclusion of a definition of 'learner
centred pedagogy' would be valuable.

As suggested, we have provided more
description about the term “learner-centred
pedagogy” in the Introduction section.

The research that is included and reviewed is clearly
linked to the topic at hand and clearly identifies how
the current paper fits within the current field of
literature on the topic. Given the focus of the paper, it
is not surprising that most of the reviewed studies
appear to be quantitative in nature. As such, the
current paper's adoption of a qualitative approach is
clearly a contribution to the research field. A statement
that highlights this value early in the paper would add
additional merit to the reporting of the study.

We appreciate the reviewer’s positive
feedback on our literature review and the
contribution of this study.

Feedback from Reviewer 2
Comments

Responses

The methods and approach to analysis are
generally clearly outlined and justified.
However integrating some outline of the different
types of questions posed to the participants in the
body of the paper (rather than relying on the
Appendix solely) would be helpful. This would
also aid the reading of the findings since the first
comments in the findings section refers to a 'scale'
and without a brief prior explanation of this scale,
this 'jars' slightly given that the paper identifies
the focus on a qualitative approach. The reference
to a 'scale' makes sense upon reading the findings
in full, but a little more explanation of this within
the method section would be helpful to readers.

We appreciate the reviewer’s positive
comments on our methods and data
analysis.
As suggested, we have added more
explanation about and provided
examples of the close-ended questions
about the “scale” of TEB under the
sub-heading of Data Collection.

Feedback from Reviewer 2
Comments

Generally this paper is very well-written although there are several instances where
some further refinements could be made. I have noted some of these below although
this is not an exhaustive list and further readings for grammatical and typographical
errors may be required once any revisions are made.
A few typos (implementation) and grammatical issues:
- At times 'have' rather than 'had' would be more appropriate (eg: p.7);
- 'Recall' rather 'recalled' (p. 8);
- 'subscribing' rather than 'subscripting' (p.14);
- Insert 'a' before "Pragmatic qualitative approach was ..." (abstract);
- Remove the word 'nicely' from the relevant sentence on p.5.
- Given the stated limitation on p.19 (ie: self-selection of participants in the research)
a little more care may be taken with wording in the discussion to highlight the limited
generalisability of the study's findings eg: Reword this sentence: "The findings also
reveal that teachers will be able to develop positive TEB if they receive support and
feedback from their colleagues during collective teamwork." to "The findings also
reveal that teachers in this study were able to develop positive TEB if they received
support and feedback from their colleagues during collective teamwork."

Responses
We appreciate the reviewer’s
reminder regarding the
grammatical issues.
As suggested, we have
corrected all the listed typo
and grammatical errors and
changed the sentence.
In addition, we have
reworded the Discussion
section to highlight the stated
limitation of this study.
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Language Issues

TEXT 1
透過以上研究運用「數學奠基模組」在實際教學上的行動
硏究結果，「數學奠基模組」在其他學校提升學生學習成效
是有效果的，因此研究者想更進一步研究關於「數學奠基模
組」在自己所仼教的學校中，校內學生學習低成就及學習動
機低落比例偏高的學習環境中，想要提升學生學習成效及學
習動機，若硏究者將「數學奠基模組」實際運用在校內的教
學上是否能有效提升學生學習成效及學習動機。

TEXT 2
教師教學方法能有效引起學生學習動機，學生的學習便會有明顯的成效，
因此本研究所探討的學生學習成效操作型定義為學生在數學學習單元「數列」
及「垂直丶平分與線對稱」，依學習內容融入的奠基活動為「魔法月曆大富
翁」以及「不只老鼠會打洞」經過硏究者在教學上經過教學方法的改變及實
施，學生的前後測成績有顯著成長的趨勢，並運用數學學習動機量表前後測
呈現學生經過教學活動結束後學習動機的改變。研究者希望藉由改變教師的
教學方法，預期能提升學生的學習成效，同時改進學生的學習動機，最後以
學生評量表現的變化來評估學生的學習表現，以期了解「數學奠基模組」運
用在教學現場上，是否能夠有效提升學生學習成效。

Would you comment on the
language issues if you were a
journal editor/reviewer?

As NNESTs, inevitably, we
always have to deal with
language issues in our
papers.

Here the (painful) journey began….

What I learned as a NNEST:
•
•
•
•

Hang on
Speak up
Stand firm
Call for help

Strategic Planning to Make
Your Publication Grow!
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Task 2

What does the list reveal?

Strategy 1

You need to differentiate!
22-15

Strategy 2

You need to make friends!
22-18-9

Strategy 3

You need to focus!
TD, CD, TSE, PI, LP

Strategy 4

You need to sustain!
2011-2020

Thank You for Listening &
Best Luck with Your Publication

